CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS
Ticker
Symbol

Commodity
Paddy (Basmati) –
Pusa 1121

PADYPB1121

Basis

Additional
Delivery center

Kota

-

Trading and
Delivery Unit Tick Size

Quotation

GST

Rs. per Quintal

Exclusive

10 MT

Rs.1

Maximum Order Size

Quantity variation

500 MT

+/- 5%

Expiry date

Compulsory Delivery
Position Limits
Aggregate
Near Month

Member Client Member Client
20th of the
delivery month 5,00,000 50,000 1,25,000 12,500

Moisture

Quality
Speciﬁcations

Delivery Logic

Commodity at a Glance

NCDEX Paddy (BASMATI) –
PUSA 1121 F utures

13% Basis

Foreign Matter

1% max

Damaged, discoloured, weeviled and broken grain (%)

4% Max

Immature (%)

4% Max

Green Grains (%)

5% Max

Admixture of lower class (%)

5% Max

Empty shell%

2% Max

Hulling recovery (%)

72% Min

Average Kernel length of Hulled Rice before
cooking (mm)

8.30 mm (Min)

Quality variation

5%

For detailed contract specifications visit website www.ncdex.com

National Commodity & Derivatives Exchange Limited
CIN: U51909MH2003PLC140116
Ackruti Corporate Park, 1st Floor, Near G.E.Garden, L.B.S. Marg, Kanjurmarg (West), Mumbai - 400 078
T : (+91-22) - 66406789 | F : (+91-22) - 66406899 | Toll Free : 1800 26 62339 | E-mail: askus@ncdex.com | www.ncdex.com
TrustNCDEX

@ncdex

/TrustNCDEX

Hedging and price risk management tool for value chain
Efficient and transparent price discovery
Robust delivery mechanism
Connects the entire value chain

LinkedIn

Disclaimer: Trading in commodities contracts is subject to inherent market risks and the traders/investors should understand and consult their
brokers/financial advisers before trading/investing. The content in this notice are for guidance only and should not be treated as re-commendatory or
definitive. NCDEX or their affiliates, associates, representatives, directors, employees or agents shall not be responsible in any manner to any person
or entity for any decisions or actions taken on the basis of this notice. No part of this notice may be redistributed or reproduced without written
permission from NCDEX.
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Since Inception

PRICE VOLATILITY - PADDY (BASMATI) – PUSA 1121

GENERAL INTRODUCTION PADDY (BASMATI) – PUSA 1121
Basmati rice variety is generally produced along the Indo-Gangetic plains.

Monthly Spot Price Vola lity

It is an aromatic rice variety which is known for its exquisite aroma and soft texture.
Punjab and Haryana are the leading producers of Basmati rice variety in India.
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Due to its high demand, it fetches a premium price in both national and international market.
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India is the leading producer and exporter of Basmati rice in the world.
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Graphs : For illustrative purposes only

PUSA 1121

Rice is consumed as a staple food in the south
India and the east India.
Rice starch is used in making ice-cream, custard
powder, puddings, gel, distillation of potable
alcohol, etc.
Rice bran oil is used as edible oil, in soap and
fatty acids manufacturing.

Rice bran is used in confectionery products like
bread, snacks, cookies and biscuits.The defatted
bran is also used as cattle feed, organic fertilizer
(compost), medicinal purpose and in wax making
Rice husk is used as a fuel, in board and paper
manufacturing, packing and building materials
and as an insulator.
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Processors/Hedger locks in
the Paddy Futures price at
Rs. 3500/quintal for a short
position.

Short Hedge
500

Proﬁt/ Loss in Rs per Quintal

Proﬁt/ Loss in Rs per Quintal

Long Hedge
500

Jan

2018-19

PRICE RISK HEDGING

Processors/Hedger locks in
the Paddy Futures price at
Rs. 3400/quintal for a long
position.

If the price of Paddy
increases in the physical
market, the loss in the
physical market is offset by
the gain in the Futures
market.
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2016-17

Source: Indian Council of Agricultural Research

If the price of Paddy
decreases in the physical
market, the gain in the
physical market is offset by
the loss in the Futures
market.

Apr

FACTORS AFFECTING PRICES - PADDY (BASMATI) -

If the price of Paddy
decreases in the physical
market, the loss in the
physical market is offset by
the7500
gain in the Futures
market.
If the price of Paddy
increases in the physical
market, the gain in the
physical market is offset by
the loss in the Futures
market.

PUSA 1121

Demand in both national and international market
State and central government policies concerning domestic rice trade or rice export
Insufficient rainfall for production
Obstruction in information movement
Increase/decrease in rice production in other countries

